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Introduction: Many authors believe that the detec-
tion  of  O2 and  O3  in  an  exoplanetary  atmosphere 
would represent a sign for the presence of a biosphere 
[1,2,3],  while others  have argued that  O2 or O3 may 
accumulate  due  to  photolysis  [4,5,6].  Some  models 
suggest  that  photolysis  cannot  create  detectable 
amounts of O2 or O3 to warrant concerns about a false 
positive [7,8]. 

In this work we highlight  a very different abiotic 
process, by which an exoplanetary atmosphere can be 
oxidised. This process involves peroxy defects in  the 
matrix of igneous minerals formed by way of a redox 
conversion of hydroxyl pairs  during  cooling through 
the 600-400°C window [9]. As a result, any terrestrial  
exoplanet which harbours an active weathering cycle, 
in  particular  in  conjunction with some form of plate 
tectonics,  would  slowly oxidise,  first  reduced  sinks 
such as Fe2+ to Fe3+ or S2– to sulfate, then release free 
O2 into the exoplanetary atmosphere.

Exploratory Experiments: We present a series of 
laboratory experiments with MgO crystals and  gran-
ite, which are consistent  with the presence of peroxy 
defects.  Peroxy contents  in  the  range  of  1000±500 
ppm  had  previously  been  determined  in  arc-fusion 
grown,  nominally highest  purity MgO through mag-
netic  susceptibility  measurements  using  a  Vibrating 
Sample  Magnetometer  [10].  We  used  an  Y-doped 
ZrO2 amperometric  O2 sensor  (Rapidox  3000  Cam-
bridge  SensoTec)  to  record  the  O2 evolution  from 
MgO and granite samples during heating. Fig.1 shows 
how O2 evolves from high purity 3N-MgO in both N2 

and He gas streams. 
In  these  cases  the  first  sample  of MgO was ex-

posed  to  a  38cm3 per  min  N2 gas  stream  flowing 
through the furnace tube and a second sample was ex-
posed to a 20cm3 per min He gas stream. In both cases 
O2 started  to  evolve around  500°C.  Further  experi-
ments and detailed computational modelling are being 
used to fully characterise this system and to determine 
the  concentrations  of  peroxy  in  MgO,  granite  and 
other minerals found in the Earth's crust, in particular  
olivine. 

Oxidation  of  Earth-like  Exoplanets  due to  O2 

Released During Weathering: In  contact  with  H2O 
peroxy defects hydrolyse: Si-OO-Si + 2 H2O  2 Si-
OH + H2O2. The H2O2 in turn will decompose to H2O 
+  O.  Over  time,  as  weathering  continues,  reduced 
sinks will become oxidized such as Fe2+  and S2–  turn-
ing into Fe3+ and sulfate, SO4

2–, respectively. Eventu-

ally free O2 will be released into the exoplanet's atmo-
sphere. When coupled with other forms of abiotic O2 

production such as photolysis, it can lead to the rise of 
atmospheric O2 and O3 without the need of biological 
photosynthesis.

Figure: 1 O2 evolution from crushed MgO single 
crystals, 99.9% nominal purity, during heating in high  
purity N2 and He measured gas chromatographically.

Summary: With  future telescopes, efforts to find 
life on exoplanets will concentrate on rocky planets in 
the habitable zone of M-dwarf stars [11]. If O3 is de-
tected in the atmosphere of such exoplanets, this will 
be used to argue for the presence for life capable of 
producing O2 by photosynthesis [7,8], followed by the 
conversion of O2 to O3 through UV radiation from the 
host star. Our work casts doubts on the presumed link 
between Life and O2 in an exoplanet's atmosphere.
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